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  [image: A needle drawing up fluid from an unlabeled vial.]Cancer Vaccination as a Promising New Treatment Against Tumors
Shelby Bradford, PhD  | Mar 15, 2024 | 10+ min read
Vaccination has beaten back infections for more than a century. Now, it may be the next big step in battling cancer.

  [image: Blue circles arranged in five rows connected by wavy blue lines.]Artificial Neural Networks: Learning by Doing
Shelby Bradford, PhD  | Mar 1, 2024 | 8 min read
Designed to mimic the brain itself, artificial neural networks use mathematical equations to identify and predict patterns in datasets and images.

  [image: ]One Protein to Rule Them All
Shelby Bradford, PhD  | Feb 28, 2024 | 10+ min read
p53 is possibly the most important protein for maintaining cellular function. Losing it is synonymous with cancer.

  [image: A bat flying in a dark cave]Turning on the Bat Signal
Hannah Thomasy, PhD  | Mar 15, 2024 | 10+ min read
Scientists around the world investigate how bat immune systems cope with viral attacks and how this information could be used to keep humans safe.

  [image: bacteria and DNA molecules on a purple background.]Engineering the Microbiome: CRISPR Leads the Way
Mariella Bodemeier Loayza Careaga, PhD  | Mar 15, 2024 | 10+ min read
Scientists have genetically modified isolated microbes for decades. Now, using CRISPR, they intend to target entire microbiomes.

  [image: 3D Rendering of Molecular Interaction in CAR Chimeric Antigen Receptor]Next-generation CAR and TCR Cancer Therapies
Danielle Gerhard, PhD  | Mar 15, 2024 | 10+ min read
From smart receptors to novel biologics, scientists plan to overcome the challenges
of treating solid tumors.

  [image: ]Zero Gravity, Zero Gain: The Genetics Behind Muscle Loss in Space
Kamal Nahas, PhD  | Jan 29, 2024 | 4 min read
Simulated microgravity in mice reveals a constellation of genes that may influence muscle weakening during spaceflight.

  [image: Eytan Stibbe wears a headset and a blue shirt while surrounded by computers and other equipment on the International Space Station.]Whenever, Wherever: Taking DNA Amplification Outside the Lab
Hannah Thomasy, PhD  | Dec 4, 2023 | 10 min read
Recombinase polymerase amplification lets researchers rapidly replicate DNA in the clinic, in the field, or even in the International Space Station.

  [image: 3d rendered medically accurate illustration of a human embryo anatomy]The Ephemeral Life of the Placenta
Danielle Gerhard, PhD  | Dec 4, 2023 | 10+ min read
Recent advances in modeling the human placenta, the least understood organ, may inform placental disorders like preeclampsia.

  [image: Illustration showing the upper part of a human body connected to a DNA helix]Unraveling the Mystery of Zombie Genes
Iris Kulbatski, PhD  | Oct 31, 2023 | 6 min read
Digging into how and why some genes are resurrected after death sounds morbid, but it has practical applications. 
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